
Suits Models:
30560, 30561, 30562, 30563, 30564, 30565, 30566, 30568, 30569, 30634, 30635, 
30636, 30637, 30638, 30639, 30640, 30690, 30691, 30692, 30693, 30696, 30697, 
30698, 35100, 35101, 35102, 35126, 35127, 35128, 35130, 35131, 35133, 35137, 35139

Important requirements:

Cleaning
Clean only with a soft microfiber or similar cloth and warm clean water. Ensure that 
the cloth is clean and free of any grit or chemical. Dry tap off with a soft clean cloth. 
Ensure that your tap is not subject to any chemicals, building grit or any type of 
abrasive of polish. For care of special finishes please visit our website.

Maintenance
Aerators may need to be flushed from time to time if flow diminishes or stream 
pattern deteriorates. For Pegasi & Cascade mixers, use the aerator key provided 
to unscrew the aerator. You will notice a “castle” pattern around the edge of the 
aerator, the key engages with this allowing you to unscrew the insert easily. For Zeos 
models, use the aerator key to unscrew the aerator housing, you will then be able to 
pop the insert out the top of the housing. Rinse off the upper face of the insert with 
running water and gently brush clean with an old toothbrush to remove any debris 
before refitting the aerator.
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Must be fitted in 
accordance with 

AS/NZS 3500 
by qualified 

plumber

Mains 
500kpa 

regulator 
must be 

fitted

Maximum hot 
water temp. 

65°C

Water lines 
must be 

flushed prior 
to connection

Mini stop 
taps must 
be fitted

Only clean 
municiple water 
supply. No bore, 

dam or hard water 
without filtration 

& treatment
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Rough in: 
1. Carefully remove the mixer from the box and screw the threaded mount sleeve

into the base of the mixer, firmly hand tighten only.
2. Press the large O-ring into the base of the dress ring and slide the dress ring

over the mount sleeve to locate into base of mixer.
3. Thread the 2 flexi hoses into the base of the mixer. The blue braided hose

connects to the port marked “C” and the red hose to the “H” port. Thread the
hoses in hand tight only.

4. Bring the tap into position, press the flexible hose nuts through the tap hole and
Insert the mixer into the hole (if the hole is deep and does not permit both nuts
to go through you can remove one hose and fit it once the tap is mounted)

5. Insert the three Phillips head screws into one side of the brass mount nut (not
to protrude through the other side) and locate the stainless horseshoe washer
over  the nut.

6. Slide the black rubber washer over the hoses and mount sleeve under the
bench/sink then screw the mount nut onto the mount sleeve with the stainless
washer to the top.

7. Position the tap then hand tighten the brass mount nut.
8. Fasten the tap in place with the 3 Philips screws. Not a lot of force is required to

secure the mixer firmly. Do not overtighten.
9. Flush the water supply lines by running water through the mini supply stop taps

into a bucket.
10. Connect the hoses to the water supply mini stop taps, Blue braid to the cold

supply and red braid to the hot supply. Nip up very gently with a spanner. Do not
overtighten.

11. Open the handle of the mixer then slowly open the supply stop taps. Once the
air has exited the tap you can close the tap handle.

12. Run and operate the tap, check for any leaks or issues. If you have any concerns
contact Faucet Strommen before leaving the site.

Sink Hole ø
34-35mm

Bench
Thickness
Max 45mm




